Duration VS Plus

Aluminium Sash Windows

& Modern

Stylish

Vertical Sash
Sliding
Windows

The VS Plus has a clean and simple style, that is suitable for any application, but is perfect for use in all types of
modern architecture. A low maintenance alternative to wooden sash windows with the advantages of a modern
thermally broken aluminium profile. The system accepts 28mm sealed units and can achieve an overall U-Value of
1.6W/m²K and a WER B rating. Ease of operation and excellent natural ventilation means that VS Plus is highly suited
to high occupancy and commercial buildings.
The VS Plus comes with a range of robust and attractive hardware options and features a ‘tilt in’ operation that
facilitates easy cleaning of the external glass. You can choose between a range of different glazing options, cills and
bottom rails, in order to create many different styles and designs, to suit any property. VS Plus windows also feature
concealed drainage and a concealed coupling option.

We reserve the right to make changes to the product specification as technical developments dictate, and without prior notice. Pictures shown
are for illustrative purposes and are not binding in detail, colour or specification.

E.& O.E.

Key Features
Ÿ A clean and simple window for period or modern architecture.
Ÿ Utilises the natural strength of aluminium to create slim thermally
broken profiles.

Ÿ Uses low maintenance, hard wearing powder coated aluminium.
Ÿ Available in an extensive range of over 200 single colours.
Ÿ Range of authentic hardware in a variety of colours.
Ÿ Both sashes can tilt in - for easy access to external glass for cleaning.
Ÿ Choice of flush square cill or sloped projection cill.
— Choice of standard or slim jamb section.

Ÿ Slim or deep bottom rails available.
Ÿ Available with various glass options including flat astragal bars.
Ÿ Can be fitted into existing or new timber frames or direct to brick.
Ÿ Suitable for use in replacement and refurbishment projects, as well
as new build.

Ÿ Fully compliant to Doc L (Oct 10) of the Building Regulations,
achieves U-values of 1.6 W/m²k and WER ‘B’ rating.

Ÿ Optional colour matched aluminium quad trim.
Ÿ Optional tilt restrictors available.
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Fitch Catch

D-Handle

Tilt Knobs

Ring Pull

Scroll Lifts

Travel Restrictors

Available colours: White, Black, Gold, Chrome, Stainless Steel

Main Office & Factory

Grand Design Exhibition Centre

Units 4-5,
Charfleets Road,
Canvey Island,
Essex. SS8 0PQ

Unit 1 Casino Parade,
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Canvey Island,
Essex. SS8 7FJ
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